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10 stairs - A set of stairs lighting - lighting
width 90 cm

Price 219.65 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 24 hours

Number 519

Manufacturer RESTAN

Product description
 Stairway lighting kit - using LED strip.

The kit includes

 

- Intelligent controller to the stairs - https://stair-lighting.com/intelligent-led-driver-for-lighting-up-the-stairs-the-driver-for-
lighting-effects-version-to-10-steps-p-382.html?language=en
 

- Motion sensors dedicated to the controller 2 pieces - https://stair-lighting.com/motion-sensor-light-sensor-in-one-
shortcircuit-no-or-nc-dedicated-to-intelligent-stairs-controllers-p-507.html?language=en

- Waterproof LED strip 2 roll (warm white or cool white) - https://stair-lighting.com/5m-led-strip-3528-300-diod5m-
waterproof-warm-white-p-216.html?language=en

- Power suppy to a set - https://stair-lighting.com/modular-power-supply-12v-75w-625-rs75-p-467.html?language=en

10 stairs at home or in the yard, which at night do not have adequate lighting, it can be a challenge to overcome. In addition,
if you are aesthetes valuing the unique climate that after nightfall allows you to create light, then we have a wonderful idea!

We offer lighting controller with two motion sensors and detectors twight, two strips of LEDs and power supply. On those basic
facilities, you will design a visually interesting and safe space.

Most customers uses special LED profiles (available in our shop). They assemble them in rank. Then the light from the height
of a stair thrown to the surface below. The copntroller allows such settings to only illuminated by these degrees, after which
happened to someone walks. There is also the option of permanent lighting after dusk. It's already a ustawicie themselves
depending on how often you use this part of the house, or garden, which are provided stairs. The LED strips are self-adhesive
and waterproof, very easy to install and seamlessly collaborate with the controller and sensors. 12V power supply voltage is
maintained, safe for young and adult users.

Modern technology is growing rapidly. There are no obstacles to our system does not benefit from renewable energy.
Functional, eco-friendly and economical in many respects - is the solution for years! Same LEDs can withstand 30-50
thousand. burning hours.
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This product has additional options:

Motion sensor - 2 pcs: T1 , T2 (+ 15.52 Euro ), T4B (+ 51.74 Euro ), T4B (+ 41.39 Euro )
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